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Mentoring Class Two 

Understanding Your Environment

Objectives

• To be aware of recent major changes in the Housing Sector

& how they impact on you

• To understand more about how you perceive others and are 

perceived 

• To identify what and how you can influence/control

How we will achieve the above:

• Mixture of presentations, group discussions and group exercises

• Participation and contribution!



Welcome to Class Two – Your 

Environment

• Introductions

• How we will 
work today –
roles & ground 
rules



Welcome To Broadacres 

Chris Fawcett

Business Support Director and Company Secretary

Broadacres



BREAK



Understanding and using DISC

Objectives

• To learn more about DISC to enable you to 

reflect/discuss your PPI report with your mentor –

to gain insight and support your development

• To use DISC styles to consider the impact of 

perceptions on yourself and others



DISC
D     - Dominance

I       - Influence

S      - Steadiness

C     - Conscientiousness 



DISC – Personality Profile
Review the three Charts/Graphs:

• Basic Behaviour (Self-image)

• Potential Work Behaviour (Work mask)

• Behaviour under extreme pressure (Pressure Profile)              



Group exercise

Part 1 – Strengths of my type

• What are your strengths (individual/ as a group/ type 

description)

Part 2- Opportunities and pitfalls of working with 

different types (carousel exercise)

• Opportunities of working with this type

• Problems and challenges of working with this type



Homework

Think about a conflict or difficult personal situation/ customer 

you have experienced – was your style appropriate?

1. What was good/ less good about the way you handled it? 

2. Knowing more about your style (and perhaps theirs?) 

what could you have done differently to ensure a better 

outcome?

3. How might knowing what style you tend to adopt help 

you in future?

Choose someone from the group and arrange to discuss with 

them by Skype, Facetime or phone before next workshop



Learning from this morning

Update PDL page 12 

• Reflection

• Note any learning

• Points to follow up and explore with mentor

• Any actions you will take



Thank you 

Any questions?

It’s Lunch Time!



Circle of Influence



What is within my circle of influence?



How do I manage myself?
LOCUS OF CONTROL

External Locus Internal Locus

of control of control

• Takes responsibility 

for their actions

• Does things that will 

change their 

situation for better

• Works hard to 

develop knowledge 

and skills

• Inquisitive & 

solution focused 

when things go 

wrong

• Does not blame 

others

• Self reliant for their 

self-esteem

• Ability to inner 

reflect

• Little responsibility 

for own 

behaviour/choices

• Blames others/life 

for what’s wrong

• Avoids coming out 

of comfort zone

• May not do what  

will make things 

better

• Reliance on others 

approval to make 

them feel good

• May not learn from 

their mistakes

• Low ability to inner 

reflect

Empower Yourself

• Remember you always have a 

‘choice’ to change your 

situation

• Make a list of possible 

courses of action

• Brainstorm ideas with a 

friend/colleague to get more 

ideas

• Evaluate each one and decide 

on the best

• Notice your ‘self talk’, the 

language you use – be 

positive

• Remember your attitude to a 

problem will affect your 

stress levels



Expanding your circle of influence

Exercise – part 1
• What are the challenges situations or people that face you at 

work?

• From the things we have written down, select a problem or 

issue that is causing you concern/pressure and that you would 

like to influence. Chose one you are prepared to discuss with 

a partner and think about what you would like to change 



Expanding your circle of influence

Exercise – part 2
• Discuss the issue you would like to address with a partner 

explaining what you would like to be different

• Reflect on what can you do to move it into your area of 

influence (this may mean reframing the problem)

• What strengths and resources have you got to solve the 

problem?

• What is limiting / stopping you (focus on internal sources)?

• Who do you need to influence or gain support from to 

achieve this?

(15 minutes each way)



Rebecca Welburn & Mark Birch

Communications Manager & Head of IT

Broadacres



WHO AM I AND HOW DID I 
BECOME A COMMUNICATIONS 

MANAGER?



WHY CHANGE?

In House repairs Team Changing Customer’s

Expectations
First point of Contact

Create a

Customer Hub

Mobile Working Technology Cost



WHO AM I AND HOW 
DID I BECOME
HEAD OF ICT?



OPTIONS 

• Lync

• In early 2015 made a business 

decision to look for a Contact 

Centre solution.

• Selected a product from 

Enghouse Interactive Solutions 

working with Unify now HybrIT.

• Processes and set up 



TOUCH POINT 

• Multi channel – all via one queue – Social 
Media/Email/Text/Phone/web forms 

• VIP list 

• Call recognition

• Automated Satisfaction Surveys

• Team Leader - Live Listening

• Reporting – Individual Performance Monitoring – Dash 
Board 

• Live chat in the future 



TOUCH POINT

• QMS (Quality Management System)

• Record audio of calls

• Video of screen use

• CTI (Computer Telephony Integration) 

• Screen Pop

• Write back

• Call recognition 



THE TEAM 

• Restructure in September

• Small Team of 4 FT and 4 PT 

and 1 Team Leader.

• Experienced and 

knowledgeable team.

• As Individuals required 

coaching and training to bring 

their skill set up to the 

required level.

• Using many different systems.

• Need to know “everything”!

• Service Champions 



WHERE ARE WE NOW?  

85% satisfaction rate Calls remain on

Average 6200 per

Month

Increased call time

by 1 minute 

Answer on average

in 37 seconds
150 more emails

Each month
Social media
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Making the most of 

The Mentoring Programme 

Paul Graham

IT Analyst & Graduate Mentee

Broadacres 



How to… Make the 
most of The 
Mentoring
Programme 



Who am I



Multiple 
Identities

Multiple Me’s



SUCCESS



HAPPINESS



sonder



sonder

n. the realization that each random passer-by is living a 
life as vivid and complex as your own—populated with 
their own ambitions, friends, routines, worries and 
inherited craziness—an epic story that continues invisibly 
around you like an anthill sprawling deep underground, 
with elaborate passageways to thousands of other lives 
that you’ll never know existed, in which you might 
appear only once, as an extra sipping coffee in the 
background, as a blur of traffic passing on the highway, 
as a lighted window at dusk.



How to Make the most 
of The Mentoring
Programme 



Review and what next

• Did you get what you expected from the day?

• What will you do next at work?

• How can your mentor help you - planning your next 

mentoring session?

• Completing your PDL

• Preparing for Class 3

• Wheel of Life



Homework

Think about a conflict or difficult personal situation/ customer 

you have experienced – was your style appropriate?

1. What was good/ less good about the way you handled it? 

2. Knowing more about your style (and perhaps theirs?) 

what could you have done differently to ensure a better 

outcome?

3. How might knowing what style you tend to adopt help 

you in future?

Choose someone from the group and arrange to discuss with 

them by Skype, Facetime or phone before next workshop



Work-life Balance
Individual Task 

Complete the ‘wheel of 

life’ scoring yourself from 

0-10 on how satisfied you 

are with that area of your 

life

0 = Poor

10 = It can’t get any better



Thank you

E: Camilla@housingdiversitynetwork.co.uk 

T: 07791488196 

W: housingdiversitynetwork.co.uk 

Camilla Veale

Mentoring Co-ordinator 

@HDN_UK


